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Fall Bug Picking/QA Season! 

Final Training of a Record Setting Year 

2017 has set a new record for the number of Blue Thumb 

Volunteer Trainings held in on year. We have had nine 

trainings this year, in Oklahoma City, Pawhuska, Beaver 

County, Stillwater, Tahlequah, Idabel, two in Ada, and the 

most recent, final training in Broken Arrow. Candice and Rob 

led the training which was attended by eleven new 

volunteers, including a number of local high school students 

and two University of Oklahoma students who came up from 

Norman. The volunteers took part in a number of 

educational activities, learned how to conduct chemical 

monitoring tests and visited nearby Adams Creek to collect 

bugs and fish and do some streamside monitoring.  

The fall season of benthic macroinvertebrate subsampling (“bug picking”) and QA sessions is in full swing. Blue 

Thumb staffers have been travelling the state, including Ada (left), Tahlequah (center), and Wyandotte (right), 

meeting with volunteers to pick through bug samples that were collected this summer. Volunteers are also 

going through Quality Assurance sessions, including performing nitrate and chloride tests on a known standard 

solution and answering a few short questions about monitoring procedures. These events are an invaluable and 

exciting opportunity for staff to catch up with volunteers, get to know each other better, share questions and 

concerns, and talk about important information or announcements related to Blue Thumb.  



Blue Thumb at Area Meetings 

Blue Thumb staff members have been in attendance at 

the Oklahoma Association Of Conservation Districts Area 

Meetings, held over the past few weeks. Supporting 

Conservation Districts is an important part of what Blue 

Thumb does and the Area Meetings help to make that 

happen. They are also a great opportunity to provide 

announcements related to Blue Thumb, as Candice is 

doing in the photo from the Area V meeting in 

Wilburton, and distribute next year’s Blue Thumb 

calendars. 

Education, Education, Education 

Kim was in Garvin County at a Natural Resource Day 

that included just under 400 kids from local 4th grades 

around Pauls Valley. She utilized the EnviroScape to 

teach them about watersheds and pollution.  

Candice and Julie Monnot from the City of Tulsa visited 

students at the School of St. Mary in Tulsa, where they 

taught students about water, nonpoint source pollution 

and how it impacts Crow Creek.  

One Last Fish Collection 

Kim and Rob returned to the field for a late-season final Blue Thumb fish collection, 

at Baron Fork in Cherokee County. They were joined by OCC Monitoring and 

Assessment Specialist Jeanette Lamb, OCC Environmental Scientist/Records Manager 

Karla Spinner, and Blue Thumb volunteer George Fulk. While Baron Fork poses some 

unique challenges due to it’s depth and width, the team had a successful fish 

collection on a gorgeous, picture-perfect fall day. 


